
Hollywood Goes On Location: Leon Smith
Captures the Magic of Moviemaking
In the early days of Hollywood, movies were made almost exclusively in
studios. But as the industry grew and technology improved, filmmakers
began to venture out on location to capture the真实性and beauty of the
natural world.

One of the most celebrated photographers of Hollywood's on-location era
was Leon Smith. Smith began his career in the early 1930s, working on
such classic films as Gone with the Wind and The Wizard of Oz. He went
on to photograph some of the most iconic films of all time, including
Casablanca, Singin' in the Rain, and The Sound of Music.
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Smith's photographs are not just beautiful; they are also historically
significant. They provide a unique glimpse into the creative process of
Hollywood's Golden Age. We see stars like Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh in
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their costumes, directors like Alfred Hitchcock and John Ford at work, and
the behind-the-scenes crew that made it all happen.

In Hollywood Goes On Location, Smith's photographs are collected for the
first time in a single volume. The book is a stunning tribute to the art of
moviemaking and a must-have for any film fan.

The Making of a Masterpiece

Leon Smith was born in 1902 in Los Angeles, California. He began his
career as a commercial photographer, but he soon found his true calling in
Hollywood. In the 1930s, he began working on Gone with the Wind, one of
the most ambitious films ever made.

Smith's photographs of Gone with the Wind are some of the most iconic
images in film history. They capture the beauty of the film's setting, the
grandeur of its costumes, and the passion of its stars. Smith's work helped
to make Gone with the Wind a timeless classic.

After Gone with the Wind, Smith went on to photograph some of the most
beloved films of all time. His work on The Wizard of Oz, Casablanca, and
Singin' in the Rain is legendary. Smith's photographs helped to define these
films and make them the classics they are today.

A Legacy of Excellence

Leon Smith died in 1988, but his legacy lives on. His photographs continue
to inspire and amaze film fans around the world. Hollywood Goes On
Location is a fitting tribute to Smith's genius and a must-have for any film
lover.



Free Download your copy of Hollywood Goes On Location today!
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